[Experimental basis and clinical practice of "bacterial poison and cure" sepsis].
Since the 20th century, research team of Professor Wang Jinda in the Tianjin First Central Hospital has been using blood circulation drugs to rescue critically ill patients for 70 years. With the deepening of the understanding of sepsis, put forward the "bacteria and inflammation and governance" theory, and the use of blood circulation drugs Xuebijing injection with anti-endotoxin and inflammatory mediators effect in the treatment of sepsis, some clinical efficacy has been found. However, in recent years, the progress of treatment of sepsis at home and abroad is slow, we review a series of animal experiments since the late of 1980s, and found that small thrombosis in the microcirculation and coagulation disorders play a more important role in the development of local infection to sepsis transition. Treatment combined with Xuebijing injection is proved effective with more and more clinical practice, so the important status of blood stasis and blood circulation method in sepsis must be paid attention to again.